AAC Clyde Space Shares Commence Trading on the US OTCQX
Market
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AAC Clyde Space’s shares begins trading today on the OTCQX Market under the symbol “ACCMF”. As an
OTCQX-traded company, AAC Clyde Space can benefit from increased accessibility and visibility across the
U.S. investment community. Current financial disclosure and real time quotes for the share can be found on
www.otcmarkets.com.
The decision to join the OTCQX market supports the company’s strategy to expand its activities in the US, the
world’s largest and most dynamic small satellite market.
The OTCQX Market is operated by OTC Markets Group, an American financial market for 11,000 over-thecounter (OTC) securities. The OTCQX market includes both multinational companies seeking access to U.S.
investors and domestic growth companies. Companies are not required to be registered with or report to US
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) but must undergo a review and thereafter post financial
information with OTC Markets Group. Trading hours are 9.30-16.00 US Eastern time.
AAC Clyde Space AB will maintain its primary listing on Nasdaq First North Stockholm where it has been trading
under the symbol AAC.ST since 2016, advancing to the Premiere segment in 2019.
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Please visit: www.aac-clyde.space or contact:
CEO Luis Gomes investor@aac-clydespace.com
CFO Mats Thideman, investor@aac-clydespace.com, mobile +46 70 556 09 73
ABOUT AAC CLYDE SPACE
AAC Clyde Space offers turnkey solutions and services from mission design to on-orbit operations, including
reliable customizable satellite platforms in the range of 1 to 50 Kg and a full range of subsystems for cube and
small satellites. With unrivalled flight heritage and end-to-end service, AAC Clyde Space enables customers to
reach their mission goals through a single, trusted point of contact.
AAC Clyde Space’s shares are traded on Nasdaq First North Premier Growth Market. Erik Penser Bank AB, email certifiedadviser@penser.se, telephone +46 8 463 83 00, is the Certified Adviser.

